in that way

Walk slowly on the ice.

having

The dog was dirty when he came in.
-ful  
full of  
That was a beautiful sunset.

-less  
without  
The broken glass was worthless.
-ness
being, state of
Her kindness was appreciated.

-able
able to, capable
The nice weather was very enjoyable.
She is the tallest girl in class.

She is taller than her friend.
one who stepped off of his boat.

The singer walked onto the stage.
That was a beautiful sunset.
-ly

in that way

Walk slowly on the ice.
The dog was dirty when he came in.
-ness

being, state of

Her kindness was appreciated.
The nice weather was very enjoyable.
She is the tallest girl in class.
She is taller than her friend.
The singer walked onto the stage.
one who

The sailor stepped off of his boat.